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Colaiacovo Elected SBA President
By David Allen 'OJ
Four new officers will comprise next
year's executive board of the UB Law Stu
dent Bar Association.
Second-year student Emilio
Colaiacqvo was elected pr~ident during
elections last week. Also voted into office

were Vice President Allison Porcella,
Parlimentarian Rashondra Jackson and
Treasurer Sheri Crosby, all first-year stu
dents.
All ran unopposed except Porcella,
who defeated first-year student Matt Klein
in the two-day balloting.Vote totals were
unavailable at press time.

None of this year's current board
members ran for reelection.
"I'm real! happy," said Colaiacovo,
w_ho served as an SBA director this year.
"The people we have -Allison, Rashondra
and Sheri - from what I understand are
really good people. They have a good
agenda, and I feel we can work welt to-

gether for the student body."
The incoming president stated that
he had clear objectives for the 2000-2001
school year.
"I'd like to try to getdiversity train-

OUTLAW holds
fourth annual dinner

Ball draws more than 400

by Dawn Roy
OUTLAW, the UB organization for Gay, Lesbian, and Bi
sexual Law Students, held its fourth annual dinner and celebration
on March 25, 2000. As in the pa<;t, the
event took place at the University Inn in
Amherst. The dinner aims to bring to
gether people of all sexual orientations
from the student population as well as
from the local community. It also strives
to foster discussion regarding ways in
which equality can be achieved for all.
This year's dinner featured Eliza
beth Conant, Ph.D., a prominent spokes
person from the local gay, lesbian, bi
sexual, and transgendered community.
Her experiences include work in both the

UB Law students enjoyed three hours of music at the Barristers Ball,
held March 31. The ball, an annual tradition, drew more than 400 students
and guests to the Hyatt in Buffalo. The student Ba~ Association, taking
note of the affair's success, has already reserved the Hyatt for next year's
ball.

women's and equal rights movements. Elizabeth Conant
More recently, she and her partner have
focused their efforts on furthering equality in schools. To that end,
they have traveled throughout the area speaking to undergraduate
education majors about awareness and understanding.
Dr. Conant's speech, entitled " Musings of an Activist," incor
porated these experiences. She utilized the metaphor of a down
stairs neighbor tapping on the ceiling to describe the unconscious 's
attempt to raise the awareness of the conscious. She elaborated on
the attempts of the conscious to muffle the sound with the insulat
ing carpet of tradition. Dr. Conant emphasized the role of religious
doctrine and of fear in maintaining the widespread prejudice to
wards lesbians and gays.
The evening ended with Dr. Conant stressing the potential for
progress, beginning with the need for individuals to champion for
change in their everyday interactions with others. Her speech proved
interesting as well as enlightening and was enjoyed by all.

Director Questions SBA Fund Allocations
by Peter DeWind '00
Question have arisen concerning the
lway in which the SBA Executive Board ha<;
chosen to allocate fund<;. The in~tant alle
lgations concern whether the losses incurred
lby the social line are merely poor judge
ment or rise to the level of fund misalloca
tion.
Class Director David Polak is the
head of the SBA Social Committee. The
committee is charged with planning and
executing Student Bar Association spon
sored events. These events are financed
through the Social line of the SBA's bud
get.
Mr. Polak is questioning why this
budget line has been almost depleted. By
his calculations, the social line should have
some $1,600 dollars left in it. This repre
~ents the $2,100 placed into the fund mi
nus $500 spent on social events. The bal
ance would leave sufficient funds to have
sponsor such regular events such as the end

of semester 'Decompression Parties'.
Both Mr. Polak and SBA Treasurer
John Llera agree on the reason that the fund
has been depleted. They point to use of the
Social fund to pre-purchase student tickets
for events such as Sabres games and the
Philharmonic Orchestra. These funds were
to be replaced with proceeds from ticket
· sales. When these tickets failed to sell, how
ever, the Social fund was depleted.
Mr. Polak complains that the tickets
were purchased for fund-raising purposes.
As such, he believes the money for such
endeavors should come from different
sources than the social fund. He complains
that funds earmarked for social events were
inappropriately used for different purposes.
Treasurer Llera explained that there
are different procedures which must be fol
lowed when using a budget line for a pur
pose other than the one which it was for
which it was intended. In order to use funds
for the purposes they were allocated, only
the Executive Board must meet and approve
the expenditure. However, to use a funds

for a different purpose, the plan must be
approved by the entire SBA Board of Di
rectors. These latter meetings are those
which are held biweekly and involve all of
the Class Directors.
Mr. Polak speculates that using so
cial fund<; for fund-raising is a different
purpose. As such, the Board of Directors
should have needed to approve spending the
funds to purchase such items as Sabres tick
ets. The fact that the Board never approved
these expenditures means that the funds
were inappropriately allocated.
Mr. Llera disagrees with Mr. Polak 's
characterization. He claims that the money
could be allocated by the e-Board and did
not require the involvement of the Board
of Directors. As such, events such as Sa
bres games may be characterized as social
activities. Thus, the failure to make back
the money on ticket sales represents only
poor judgement and nothing as serous as
fund misallocation.
Mr. Polak agrees that poor judgement
was indeed involved. He points to the fact

that most of the Sabres tickets went unsold
Though he did not have the exact sales fig
ures, the SBA social fund was left to ab
sorb the $27 dollar or so loss on each of th1
twenty-five or so unsold tickets. This losi
was compounded by the fact that unsolc
tickets were given away to Law school ad
ministration and Children's Hospital.
Treasurer Llera focused on how thi!
was a judgement call on how to dispose ol
unsold tickets. Thee-Board chose to givt
the tickets away in an effort to improve tht
SBA's profile in the school and surround
ing community. Other, however, believe tht
tickets should have been used in a _wa)
which more directly assisted the studenti
and their social needs.
Director Polack points to the Buffale
Philharmonic as another example of mis
spending student funds. The SBA pur
chased these tickets at market value. Mr
Polak, however, claims that money coulc
have been saved on the deal. He claims tht
SBA could have acquired the tickets at a
continued on page 3
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The Unconfirmed Source

THE OPINION

by Peter DeWind '00

It's been a busy couple of weeks
here at the paper what with sorting through
all of the submissions we have received.
Yeah, right...
Is there anything wrong with such
Open Positions: Op/Ed Editor; Layout and
sarcasm? It has come to the fore recently
with some suggesting that such sarcastic
Graphics Editor; Business
statements are helping to destroy society.
Manager; Web Editor;
The problem is said to lie in the fact that
Photographer; Reporters;
sarcasm has a limited communication
Columnists.
value in and of itself. Unlike satire, which
involves at least some commentary on the
.,_________________________________. state of the satirical object, sarcasm merely

Co-Editors in Chief"
News Editor:
StaffReporter:

Peter DeWind & Dave Allen
Kevin Hsi
Peter Nicely
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insults a position. This serves to inhibit
communication because the sarcastic
party never really communicates what is
wrong with that position. All that is com
municated is that the sender finds a posi
tion to be patently ludicrous.
One has only to remember the
'Not!' craze a while back to realize the
ease with which public discourse may be
impaired by covering up one's meaning.
Here, however, it is nothing so benign as
sarcasm which threatens to impair public
discourse. The problem has become
timely in the wake of the March 22, 2000
SBA meeting.
At this meeting, funding for a soft
ball team was considered by the Board of
Directors. Students came to the meeting
wishing to express their opinions on the
matter. They were not allowed to do so.
The SBA Parliamentarian informed the
students that only those who were on the
agenda would be allowed to speak. The
SBA Constitution Galls for this result

when it dictates that meetings to be run accord
ing to Roberl's Rules ofOrder.
Those who ha'!e not placed themselves
on the agenda yet have a viewpoint to express
must do so through an SBA Director. This in
termediary then brings the concerns up during
discussions on the various motions. This is not
such a tremendous burden.
At the March 22 meeting, Tony
Pendergrass wished to address the Board with
his concerns. When he was stopped from do
ing so, he was able to speak through the inter
mediary of a Class Director.
His concerns were heard by the Direc
tors and responded to by the softball team.
Similar concerns were also expressed by Di
rector Jenny Lancaster when she read a letter
into the record. The letter accused the Senior
Softball team of discriminatory selection prac
tices. Again, the concerns were heard by the
Board and Class Directors.
In the end, however, their arguments did
not carry the day. A vote was held and the soft
ball team received funding for it's trip to North
Carolina. It was after this that the meeting saw
the angry outbursts for which the meeting is
now infamous.
Contrary to some versions, the outbursts
initially did not bring about any call to public
safety. Instead, Parliamentarian Mary Snyder
politely but firmly asked that the free for all
commentary cease while the meeting was still
in order.
The outbursts mainly focused on whether
the vote, which had resulted in a tie, should
have been held at all. The dissenters position
seemed to be that the vote was not held in

ention 1Ls
Sign up for BAR/BRI NOW
Last chance to register for ONLY $100
(Registration fee will be $175 beginning fall 2000)

Last chance to lock in a NY tuition of
$1875 • class of 2002/03 ~~ $1925 • class of 2001
(Tuition will increase beginning fall 2000)

Why wait? Why pay more?
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Justification or Overreaction you make the Call
On March 22, 2000 a regularly scheduled meet
ing was held by the SBA (Student Bar Association) to
deal with the concerns of the student body along with
other plenary business. During the meeting, a group
brought a topic before the SBA executive board for ap
proval and possible funding. This was a contentious,
divisive and hotly debated topic. The SBA, in its infi
nite wisdom, only allowed the members of the afore
mentioned group to address them regarding their topic.
The SBA did not allow any further discussion upon the
topic from other groups who also have a vested interest
in the decision that was to be rendered. The executive
board informs the student body that they are allowed
and encouraged to attend each of these regularly sched
uled meetings so that we can be kept abreast of perti
nent issues.
We are a:i,u encouraged to be active participants
in the SBA and its processes, so as to assist in the facili
tation of a smooth running governing body and provide
a checks and balances to the power of the SBA.
Well one student actually decided to take the
SBA up on their offer to participate in the process, and
he !S now being used as a scapegoat, a sacrificial Jamb if
you will. The SBA constitution does not contain a pro
vision that would not allow an individual to address the
board concerning an issue that is currently under dis
cussion. In addition, Ms. Mary Snyder (SBA Parliamen
tarian) also incorrectly informed the aforementioned
sacrificial Jamb that according to Robert's Rules of Or
der he could not address the executive board. Both of
these statements were wrong! Robert's Rules of Order
allows discussion of a debate by all participants present
at the meeting. A SBA Board Memt,>er seemed to make
further asinine, uninformed, and unsubstantiated com
ments with regard to application of Robert's Rules of
Order regarding the proposed motion. Ms. Snyder in
formed an executive board member that her vote could
not be changed because the vote on the matter had closed.
This in fact was not true, what had transpired was that
the motion on the floor at the _time was to approve the
change in the amount of funding to the aforementioned
program proposal, not the final vote on the initial mo
tion. I would like to take this time to inform Ms. Snyder
to do some research with regard to proper parliamen
tary procedure with regard to voting by executive board
members. Furthermore, Ms. Snyder was again incorrect
when she allowed the motion to be carried without the
majority needed to carry the motion. This vote should
have been declared null and void due to the number of
abstentions cast upon the program proposal, these ab
stentions require that the motion be tabled for further
discussion and a vote at a later date until the requisite
number of votes can be obtained. Robert's Rules of Or
der states that " .. .If the issue is a divisive one, perhaps it

is best for it to be defeated. Time heals and the same
question may always be reintroduced at a future meet
ing ... "
Another member of the executive board who has
read Robert's Rules of Order, unlike Ms. Snyder, sug
gested that a paper ballot be taken to resolve this issue.
But once again Ms. Snyder ignorantly informed this
member that a paper ballot couldn't be taken in that in
stance. Robert's Rules of Order also states that with re
gard to an issue that is contentious " ...a vote by ballot
can be ordered by a majority vote and may be the best
means of voting when the issue is a divisive one ... "
Now that I have set the scene for the readers of
this piece, please allow me some latitude to address the
title of this piece. When my colleague questioned Ms.
Snyders' knowledge of the rules contained within
Robert's Rules of Order, Ms. Snyder became irritable,
unruly, belligerent and uncooperative to his question
ing. Ms. Snyder then seemed to make this incredible
leap from "power hungry control freak" to being fright
ened and intimidated by this individual and his ques
tioning. This scenario begs the question when two indi
viduals of different ethnicity's disagree on an issue, then
debate the issue, does one ethnic group have the right to
fear another ethnic group because they have an opposite
viewpoint and can articulate their points. Well, Ms.
Snyder, the poster child for overreaction decided that
she did not appreciate his challenges, so she decided to
call the police to press charges of verbal harassment
against, the individual, Mr. Marsaw. These representa
tives are supposed to be enlightened individuals, but what
some SBA directors appear to be is racially insensitive,
who continue to believe in the opprobrious, stereotypi
cal images of African-American males.
I confronted the same type of ignorance form a
white female colleague whom I was in debate with within
a classroom setting; and this clown exclaimed that she
"feared for her life" because I took an opposing view
point and was able to discount her arguments with rela
tive ease. This unenlightened, maladjusted individual
then resorted to what I refer to as the "Big Black Buck"
syndrome. The syndrome stems from lack of personal
dealings with people of African ancestry; also an indi
viduals' own mental instability, as well as a belief in the
stereotypical images foisted upon society by the media.
This leads me to believe that we as African-American
males are expected by some to stay in our places, not
have an opinion and be non-confrontational (i.e., behave
like a good "nigger"). Because when we challenge the
status quo and upset the balance of power we are seen
as threatening, aggressive and confrontational to some
of our white colleagues. Well all 1 can stay to that is that
is too damn bad that you are not comfortable with my
position! It is not my job to be conciliatory, comforting

SBA FundAllocation continued from page I
discount or possibly for free by utilizing the Social
Director position becuase Mr. Polak's sister works for the
Philharmonic's Executive Director. In this case, the fact
that few tickets were actually sold would not have affected
the Social Committee's ability to hold events in which stu
dents were actually interested.
This is not the first such question pertaining to ex
penditures which has arisen. One such question pertains
to the origin of funds used to pay for the SBA's new child
care program . Treasurer Llera characterized the child care
grant as a joint venture between the SBA and administra
tion with the SBA's part coming from the Pay Line. Mr.
Llera characterized funding the child care prpgram as in
keeping with the purpose of the line and thus not needing
the approval of the Board of Directors. The Pay line, how
ever, is described as "pay for office workers" on the a docu
ment entitled SBA Budget Lines Explained.
Yet another potential question arises from the SBA's
cancellation of the yearbook effort. This endeavor had been
funded through a line called Yearbook. This line included
$1,000 for the book's production. The funds, however,
have come to be reallocated elsewhere. It is unclear at this
time by exactly what method the transfer occurred but it
does appear that the SBA Board of Directors was not in
volved. What is clear is that the Memory Book, which
serves to replace the Yearbook and thus is arguably akin in

purpose, is not being funded with those proceeds.
In the wake of the social line accusations, Presi
dent Gregory has reportedly responded by threatening
to block funding for any more Social Committee events.
This would seem to include such events as the upcom
ing Decompression Parties.

Latest US News and World Report
Rankings Released
The latest latest version of the dread US News
nd World Report law school rankings have been •
eleased.
The magazine leaves SUNY Buffalo in the same
osition as last year by ranking it with the second tier
chools. While the school's perception among
cademics remained the same with a 2.5, the school's
eputation among lawyers and judges increased from
.6 to 2.7.
While many decried the Bar exam passage rate,
B actually increased this past year from a 70.9% rate
·n the prior year to 74% in this year's rankings. The
esults do reflect a dramatic increase in the faculty to
tudent ratio from the prior 10.1 to a more common
16.7.
Perhaps the most earth shattering change was
arvards drop to third place behind Yale and Stanford.
The results may be viewed at www.usnews.com.

and appease your fears just to make you feel better. Nei
ther my colleagues nor I will compromise ourselves nor
our values to make some of you psychotic clown feel
better. One of the problems with this country at this time
no one will deal with the issue of race honestly. We are
too busy trying to be "politically correct" and gentle in
our dealings with each other, instead of pulling people
out of their comfort zones to deal with the issue of race
candidly. This allows maladjusted., pusillanimous indi
viduals to use ineffectual and fallacious reasoning to
justify their overreactions to situations involving Afri
can-American males. Some SBA directors remind me
of individuals with a classic case of "drama-queen" syn
drome that has to be fulfilled by bringing attention to
their dull, vapid, insipid, and misguided plight.
Lastly, at this time I will address a few other groups
that need to be set straight on a few issues. To those
individuals who see this recent "flair up" as just some
disgruntled individuals who were not selected to par
ticipate in an event, it is a shame that you continue to be
clothed in a shroud of ignorance. This issue is larger
than participation in an event; this has to do with a sys
temic culture of exclusion of the majority by a minority
of selfish individuals. To those individuals who have
allowed themselves to be used and do the bidding of
others, you should be ashamed of yourselves! I say wake
up, look around; recognize who are your friends and al
lies. It seems all too convenient that certain members
were sent to represent the views of this inconsiderate
minority. This gave the law school community the ap
pearance that peoples of color were pitted against each
other, which is just not the case.
_Finally, to my armchair revolutionaries, there is a
famous line to a song which states " ... You are talking
loud and saying nothing ... " because when the issues
come to a head you are nowhere to be found. You are
nothing more than timid apologists for the mainstream.
You will sell yourselves and your souls to the mainstream
for erroneous promises of possible prosperity in the fu
ture. I say to you, how sad. I just hope that at some time
in your miserable lives you will throw off the yoke of
oppression from your mind:
I'll leave you with a quote from my father "You
can't talk to everybody and you can't save everybody,
but you can be there with open arms to welcome them
back into the fold." Well the Lord knows I am a work in
progress, and at this point in time when these individu
als voluntarily continue to make unhealthy choices, don't
expect me to be there when you come back to the fold. I
have and will continue to despise people of your ilk, so
I hope that when you fall your fall is swift, sudden and
hard!
David H. Hawkins
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accordance with Robert's Rules of
Order. Specifically, they questioned
whether Director Lancaster should have
been able to change her vote before Presi
dent Vince Gregory made his tie breaking
vote.
These statements did not cease at the
Parliamentarian's request. The disrespect
shown to the Board and student government
in fact increased. The remarks became
more akin to personal attacks on the Par
liamentarian who was attempting to fulfill
her duty and keep order at the meeting.
Ironically, those who attacked what
they believed to be the Board's disregard
for Robert's Rules did so in a way which
demonstrated complete disregard for it's
provisions. Indignation does not give one
license to disregard the rules by which civi
lized meetings are held.
The acrimonious outbursts continued
until before the student, 3L Will Marsaw,
finally left the room. The disturbances did
not end there however. Moments later,
sounds of pandemonium emerged from the
hallway. It sounded as if a fight had
erupted.
At this point several Directors went
into the hall to see what was occurring. It
was in light of this situations continued es
calation that a Director returned from the
hallway and asked that public safety be
called.
Some have speculated that this phone
call and the Parliamentarian's response
were due to fear of the speaker's race. An
alternative, and perhaps more likely expla
nation, focuses on the outrageous public be
havior and disrespect for process and de
corum. The answer focuses on one ques
tion, would the same response have come
about if the speaker were not a minority'!
It is indeed an easy allegation to make
and a hard one to rebut. It is merely an
other form of that old question "do you still
beat your wife'!" No matter how one an
swers, merely being asked the q_uestion puts
one's reputation at risk. The same is true
for both an individual and an organization.
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Why was this such a divisive issue?
Did it really matter that much whether a
softball team was able to take a trip to North
Carolina with the SBA's blessings? It is
possible that people really did wish to stop
what they saw as racial discrimination in
the softball team's selection. Then again,
perhaps there was something more personal
behind the outrage.
One theory focuses on the students'
feelings of disillusionment with the whole
SBA process. This postulates that a stand
had to made against the SBA's allegedly
cavalier attitude toward the democratic pro
cess. This idea, however, only speaks to
the outburst and not the organized effort to
prevent the team from receiving money in
the first.
Another, related idea, focuses on the
board's relations to students of color. This
seems to be the explanation which Acting
Associate Dean of Human Services Melinda
Saran has heard as she has promoted a train
ing session dealing with "conflict resolu
tion and diversity issues". Again, this fails
to deal with why the issue evoked such pas
sion in the first place.
Yet another line of explanation con
cerns the existence of personal vendettas.
One possible explanation focuses on the fact
that Dan Baich is on the softball team. Mr.
Baich is the individual who recently com
plained that he had been rightfully elected
to the position of graduation speaker fol
lowing a duly announced and operated stu
dent election. The theory is that Mr. Baich 's
refusal to take the subsequent official nam
ing of Tony Pendergrass has caused some
embarassment and has served upset some
parties. These persons are said to have or
ganized a way to retaliate by orchestrating
a way to deny Mr. Baich's softball team the
funding.
There are many more possibilities
including sour grapes from ex-team mem
bers who were cut for non-participation.
There is no way to know which of these is
true. Most likely, the truth lies somewhere
in between. Nonetheless, none of these rise
to a level which might excuse the type out-

burst seen.
We, as students of law, are here to
learn how to resolve problems through cer
tain procedures. Though we have liberal
ized our forms of pleading, the resolution
still involves following a definite process.
To no small degree, it is to the this process
of resolution that we swear allegiance when
joining the Bar. When we do not respect
the process, we are in fact denigrating the
profession.
It is quite possible to disagree with
an outcome without violating the process.
It is possible to strongly disagree and yet
remain civil. To paraphrase Twain, one may
freely call one an ass to his face as long as
it is prefaced with the word "Sir". It is true
that there are circumstances in which it is
entirely appropriate to violate the process
and the rules. This, however, was probably
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not one of them. There is a difference be
tween civil disorder and disobedience.
Accusations of discrimination are a
powerfull sword and care should be taken
to ensure it is not used spuriously. It is,
however, a weapon which we need in our
arsenal. Those who would use it as a
shield, however, go far toward impairing
it's effectiveness and dimish it's impact,
it's sharpness if you will.
Moreover, the public discourse is
harmed thereby. As is the case with sar
casm, the merits and substance of a posi
tion are not reached. The wish to comply
with social norms, to avoid embarassment
and to avoid the unpleasantness social ret
ribution prevents the sort of substantive and
honest discourse which the occasion de
mands.

Buffalo Criminal Moot Court semi-finalists Sheldon Smith (left) and
Amy Hemmingway (right). Hemmingway took second place for best advocate
while Smith took third. The overall competition was won by the University of
Louisville, KY.

Head Of UB Women's Studies Program Says Progress
Slow As Women Strive ''To Claim Their Own Voice''
Isabel Marcus has been champion
ing the rights of women since the mid1950s. And while time would seem to be
on the side of progress, the director of the
Women's Studies Program at the Univer
sity at Buffalo says women still are striv
ing to claim their own voice in the 21st
century.
This voice - which Marcus says "is
not just a reproduction of a male voice, but
one that carries its own (statement)" is of
ten silenced, in the classroom.
"I still think this is a society where
women have to get permission to speak,"
says Marcus, who is also co-director of the
Institute for Research and Education on
Women and Gender (IREWG) at UB and
a professor at UB Law School.
"Part of my life's commitment has
been to thinking...that 40 years from the
time I graduated high school (and) college
until now would have been times of dra
matic change, (change) which would be in
stitutionalized and articulated and empa
thized with and recognized and rewarded.
Rewarded," she says incredulously, laugh
ing ironically.
But the reward<; are not as great as
one might imagine.
"To see 40 years later how much of
a backlash there is, I just find it extraordi
nary," she says.
A backlash, for example, in which
women have placed themselves in second-

ary roles, most notably during the recent
presidential campaigning.
"It is astonishing that most of the
wives of the candidates for the president of
the United States try to out-position them
selves as traditional housewives," she says.
"I find this utterly astonishing."
Marcus, who taught the first-ever
"women in politics" course as a graduate
student at the University of California at
Berkeley in 1968, tosses out yet another
bone of contention about the political arena.
"I think The New York Times the
other day had a story about John McCain's
wife, in which he characterized her most
important job as keeping him under con
trol, and I thought to myself, 'this is really
astonishing,"' she says, exasperated for the
moment.
. "I'm not despairing, but it gives one
pause to thing about (the slowness of) so
cial change."
Marcus, who attended Barnard Col
lege in New York City in the 1950s, con
siders herself "part of a whole generation
of women who came to the realization that
we had to rethink who we were and what
we were doing and how we were doing it.
"We were constantly confronting our
male peers, who we thought were our col
leagues and our friends, having to remind
them that we had an equal contribution to
make and that equality was not just a slo
gan, but that it had to be lived,'' she says.

Marcus stresses the importance of
continuing to raise this consciousness
through action.
"The way in which faculty who are
not sensitive to gender issues confirm the
worst fears and anxieties in students is re
ally striking and it's easy to do," she says.
However, what goes on outside the class
room is tantamount to empowering
women. For students - undergraduates
in particular - Marcus says, campus
groups must continue to broach such is
sues as dating violence and sexual harass
ment, and boost participation.
"I understand it's hard to do; on the
other hand, the failure to ...raise these ques
tions" is the greater tragedy, she says.
Marcus recalled a visit to Colby
College in Maine in the early 1990s, dur
ing which the women on campus had un
dertaken a project to expose the writing
on the wall - the men's bathroom stall
walls, that is.
"The women copied down on
butcher paper all the things that were in
the men's stalls and posted them in the stu
dent union," she says. Not that she's sug
gesting such action, she says, but the dem
onstration reveals the ways in which
women are excluded from certain spaces
and the difficulties they encmmter in inte
grating such spaces.
The issue of space figures largely
into the discussion about violence against

women. On a trip to Germany, Marcus wa<;
introduced to a group of radical feminists
who were interested in investigating what
would happen if a dusk curfew were im
posed on all men. They wanted to see how
many women would be on the street who
normally would be afraid.
"Their premise was that no woman
would be afraid to go out on the street if
she knew that there would not be males
around who could assault," says Marcus,
who is currently working on a book inves
tigating violence against women in Poland,
Russia, Romania and Hungary. The femi
nists' exercise was meant to better under
stand a place in which women's fears and
anxieties were very real.
"What does that say about how pro
found questions of violence against women
are?" she asks .
Now in her 60s, Marcus says she's
prepared to pass the torch in order to give
someone else the opportunity to make a
difference. She says it's important to in
troduce younger successors into the fold in
order to keep the discourse fresh.
"I think there is a moral obligation
to mentor younger women," she says, em
phasizing the need not only in Women's
Studies, but within the university as a whole
"to teach and impart reasoning and think
ing through issues (so) that (women) know
how to be rigorous and disciplined in their
reasoning."
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Colonel West lectures on the legacy of MLK, Jr.
By Kevin Hsi '00
On February 11, Corne! West, a Professor of Religion
and African-American Studies at Harvard University, spoke
at Canisius College before hundreds of people from across
the community, including several students from U .B. Law
School. Widely regarded as one of the most prominent and
dynamic scholars of African-American Studies in the U.S.,
Professor West also holds the distinction of being one of
only 14 professors in all of Harvard University to hold the
coveted title of "University Professor." The title of West's
lecture was "We Must Be the Change We Want to See." The
lecture was sponsored by the Political Science Department
at Canisius and was held in conjunction with the collegefs
Annual Martin Luther King, Jr., Birthday Celebration.By
all accounts, the event was an resounding success as Profes
sor West gave a very convincing explanation of what Mar
tin Luther King, Jr. 's (MLK) legacy means to America to
day.
West began his lecture by telling his audience, "I hope
to give you some words that would unnerve and unhowl
people. We won't do justice to brother Martin otherwise."
West explained that King himself described the civil
rights movement in this country as the "society of the mal
adjusted. Therefore, the problem is what happens when you
get adjusted to injustice. The question then becomes what
kind of person you want to be from womb to tomb."
Although the lecture was supposed to be about King
and his legacy, West asserted that "it is impossible to talk
about" King without talking about other people from the
past and the present, such as Harriet Tubman and malcom
X. In addition, West also said that you could not talk about
King without talking about non-african-American figures
such as Miles Horton, "the founder of the Highlander School
where Rosa Parks trained," Rabbi Abraham Hecht, Dorothy
Day and Daniel Berrigan. West explains this analogy by stat
ing, "Martin Luther King Jr. would not want us to talk about
him as a person who transcends others." Working himself
up to a crescendo pitchy, West stated emphatically, "We must
keep the focus where it belongs - on those who are suffer
ing! That is where Martin Luther King, Jr.is legacy belongs!"
West further emphasized the importance of
rememberingfs Kingfs basic humanity by stating, "if Socrates
never laughed, he never cried, if he never cried, he probably
never loved and if he never loved, then he never lived."
Conscious of the criticisms that King has received_
from some people both during and after his lifetime, West
acknowledged that "150 years from now, people will tell
ML1', 'you missed certain struggles' such as the struggle
against patriarchy... MLK may say today, 'in retrospect, I
should have been more cosmopolitan' ." Nonetheless, West
was confident that most people will still tell King, 'Martin,
we understand, we donft expect perfection."'
A scholar who is known for his love of contemporary
music, West used a jazz analogy to make this point, "don't
confuse the blue notes with the blues - it's not the same
thing. A blue note is the injection of dissonance into a smooth
harmony which people feel is disruptive, it is an infusion of
defiance. MLK is true to the blue note that people of Afri
can descent introduced into American culture."
The next portion of Westfs speech then dealt with his
assertion that Kingfs legacy is largely incomplete because
"society is still permeated with vestiges of white supremacy
in many different forms." In West's eyes, these forms of
oppression deal with the treatm_ent of those whom he called
"the invisible ones - indigenous people, working people,
people of color, disabled people. However, West also em
phasized that he was "not saying it merely because itfs cute
P.C. (political correctness). P.C. is merely a way of
trivializing people's suffering." West also reminded his au
dience not to take the work of other people for granted when
he said, "I donft think hotels clean themselves - those invis
ible people who clean them are called workers."
West then gave two examples of the subtle racism that
continues to exist today. The first dealt his visit "earlier this
year with my dear brother (Democratic presidential candi
date) Bill Bradley to Iowa where 3% of the population is
black but 33% of lowafs prison population is also black."
Likewise, West said that many people who see him still can ft
believe that he is actually a Harvard professor. As West
puts it, "back home in Boston, I still get elderly white sisters
who tell me in elevators, 'if you teach at Harvard, then I'm
the flying nun."'
Nonetheless, West said that even in the face of ongo
ing racism today, King would not have advocated a separa
tion of the races as a possible alternative. West explains
that "MLK may have disagreed with the conclusions of the
black nationalists such as Marcus Garvey, the Honorable

Elijah Muhammad and Louis Farakkhan, but he took up their
challenge'' and that challenge remains just as valid today as
it did during Kingfs lifetime.
Given all of the prejudices that still exist, West said
that the fundamental question today is "does America have
enough political courage to treat people of color, especially
those of African descent, fairly and decently?"
Wests response would be that America has not been
able to deal honestly with the question of race. He pointed
to a scene from Spike Lee's Do the Right Thing, "where
those Italian brothers were saying how they 'hate niggers'
but 'love basketball players like Wilt Chamberlain and
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar' as an example of the contradictions
that still exists. Likewise, using an example of immediate
relevance to his audience, West suggested somewhat humor
ously that given Canisius' location in the City of Buffalo
right by the East Side, he could "imagine many Canisius
people saying to the cab drivers, 'whatever you do, just don't
drop me off in that 'chocolate section.'"
However, West also reminded his audience that the
question of racial equality isn't the only societal problem
that remains unsolved since "the class question (also) comes
in - it's always been there but now it comes at us with a
ferocity which we must all come to terms with."
In a statement likely to unnerve some people, West
asserted bluntly that, "in many ways, it was the death of
MLK that brought more change than the life of MLK when
it comes to society." He noted that there were 213 uprisings
on April 4, 1968 - the day King was assassinated - and "it
was at that point that white folks said to one another, 'you
know, we've got a big problem here' ... They were afraid of
what the black folks would do next... They were afraid that
black folks were going to de-whitenize the White House ...
Did you know that Wilmington, Delaware, had troops on
the streets for nine months after MLK's death?"
Given such recent history, West was very skeptical of
the view advanced by some people that America was actu
ally becoming a color-blind society. "I hear a lot of that in
the so-called color-blind discourse these days where some
(white) folks like to say, 'I donft see a black man, I (just) see
a man."' West doubted the sincerity of such assertions and
asked his audience to speculate on whether or not you can
"actually have a human being without a body."
The final portion of Westfs speech focused on what
he called the "three fundamental challenges which we must
face in order to build upon MLKfs dream for a better soci
ety."
This first fundamental challenge that West spoke of
was "wealth inequality." This challenge was particularly
urgent because "MLK knew you could not talk about the
legacy of white supremacy without talking about economic
inequality, not just in the U.S., but around the world." In
order to stress his points on the extreme economic inequi
ties that exists today, West recited numerous disturbing sta
tistics to support his argument. For example, West men
tions the relatively unknown fact that "the top three richest
individuals in the world have more wealth than the bottom
46 nations of the world combined." West also debunked the
myth that the U.S. has the highest standards ofliving in the
world by mentioning that "2% of Japanese live in poverty
whereas 20% of the people living in the U.S. falls below the
poverty line" and "that 40% of all Black and Latino chil
dren (in the U.S.) live in poverty."
West then paused for a moment to ask the audience in
a slow, solemn tone, "how much inequality can a society
continue to take before it cracks thoroughly?"
West then asked the audience to think about why eco
nomic inequality has continued to grow in the U.S. after
MLK's death . He asks passionately, "Wherefs the outrage?
Is it because we have become such short-term men of think
ing that the prevailing ido] of the past 20 years - the market
- have blinded us to its deleterious effect? The market is a
human construction and like all human-made things, it can
be used for good or evil." West also attacked the material
ism of todayfs society by stating, "the American slogan these
days seems to be more, more, I want more! It is an infantile
slogan, it's immature. The question for us as a people is
when will we grow up?"
West then concluded on this point by emphasizing
that "the issue of wealth inequality is one that is crucial for
us to talk about with young people."
The second chalJenge that West spoke about was "the
impact of market behavior in shaping our minds and souls."
West said that this problem is "especially a challenge with
the young" and that "we need a revolution not just in poli
tics but also in our spirits." As seen throughout this country
(including right here at U .B.), the growing desire and impa-

tience for material gains have led to a corresponding de
crease in widely (or outwardly) held moral and ethical stan
dards. For example, West said that he particularly disturbed
to learn that according to one survey, "70% of kids in U.S.
high schools cheat on a regular basis, it's one of the scariest
things out there."
West also warned about what he called the
"gangsterization of American culture" which meant "that
the old warning 'don't get caught' has become the 11th Com
mandment." In West's view, "those gangster rapsters they're just looking at American society as it really appears
today... Likewise, hip hop is an indictment of the older gen
eration for not giving the younger generation enough love
and care." West believes that one of the main reasons for
this increase in amorality and materialism is because,
"parenting has been marginalized in American society...
MLK knew no society could survive without giving out love
to others. Without love of others, people like Hitler never
would have been defeated, things like apartheid in America
would never have been defeated."
Whereas the second challenge dealt with morality, the
third challenge that West spoke about dealt broadly with
political involvement. More specifically, West said that the
country must deal with "the impoverished character of our
public lives." Although· West is an ordained preacher, he
warned his audience against relying blindly on the religious
establishment for guidance when it comes to political activ
ism. West stated that he was "a Christian but when I read
our history, I get very suspicious of our religious institu
tions ... It's no surprise that the American Communist Party
integrated in history before American churches did so and
that was because Lenin ordered them to and plus, he had
never seen a black person before."
Launching a thinly veiled attack on the self-righteous
ness that characterizes much of the Christian Right 's involve
ment in American politics today, West reminded his audi
ence that "there is no bias in public life built for Christians
and MLK knew that." He further stressed that "MLK en
tered public life not to impose his moral view on society but
to have his vision debated, that's why he went through leg
islation. The reason he did this is because these issues being
debated today have always been political. Slavery was po
litical."
West also stated that, "In this year 2000, our public
life is in deep trouble because when we talk about politics,
market politics tend to take over... What we need the best
and the brightest as well as the courageous and the compas
sionate though lately public life seems to be attracting mostly
the former rather than the latter."
Injecting some humor to further his point on the need
for a newer and more courageous political leadership, West
added that he was "constantly amazed when I travel across
the U.S. and see all the potential out there. But then I see
our public leaders and I always ask myself, what happened?"
West concluded his speech by stating, "I don't know
what the future holds. I'm not an optimist, I'm a blues man.
I've looked up and down so Jong that I'm constantly swing
ing. There is a difference between being a prisoner of hope
and an optimist. MLK was not an optimist, he was a pris
oner of hope. He just kept on pushing for change despite the
odds. To me, to keep on pushing means that Ifm going to
remain aware of the worst problems that are facing our coun
try and that Ifm going to work towards changing them. So
remember that while the sunshine of opportunity may be
shining brighter than before, there are still a lot of dark spot<;
out there."
After Westfs lecture ended, he continued to answer
numerous questions from the audience in a question-and
answer period that ended up being longer than the speech
itself. Here are some of West's answers from some of the
various questions and points brought up by the audience:
"If you really love people, (then) you will have a great an
ger towards injustice. At the same time, you need to be
skeptical about too much skepticism."
"MLK didn't tell blacks to love white people, he told
them to love themselves - it's pathological to hate your own
kind."
"We live in an ice-age, a time when itfs fashionable
to be unconcerned about others. It's still a conservative mo
ment in our history. We donft have to go searching for lead
ers, we are the leaders."
While it was clear that everyone in the audience came
away very impressed with West and his lecture, it also ap
peared that West felt the same way about his audience and
the questions they asked. As he finished his question-and
answer period, West remarked, 'this is quite a crowd here.
Thank you very muc~."
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